This is a massive follow-up single to his 2004 sell-out debut that was bigged up by everyone from Mr Scruff to The Beat Junkies to Gilles Peterson. Features up n'coming West Coast act the Procussions on the mics along with Noelle from The Rebirth on the hook. The Quantic Soul Orchestra step up to the plate with a super tasty funk remix.

Signing to Ubiquity for a full album after the acclaimed success of his 2004 EP, Producer / MC Ohmega Watts drops another club-bound hip hop 12". This one features two tracks and a remix. "That Sound" is a bouncy party track sounding like vintage Tribe Called Quest / Leaders of The New School ala 'Scenario'...featuring his friends the Procussions & Lightheaded on the mics, while, Noelle (from The Rebirth) belts out the hook. The original is signature Watts building up in energy with changes in the breaks and music as it progresses. The Quantic Soul Orchestra mix has an infectious summer funk vibe, with instantly catchy guitar licks and Hammond organ adding a wicked organic vibe.

On the flip Atlanta based Manchild (of Mars III, Blue Collar Sessions and Raw Material fame), joins Big Rec (aka Reconcile) of Mass Reality, and Braille of Lightheaded in a chunky head-nodding affair... rough & rugged beats!

Ohmega Watts album to follow later this year, full of original hip hop and instrumental jams from Portland, Oregon. Watch for a US tour this Fall.

"Pure feel good funk"
XLR8R

"This cat is the next Pete Rock"
Elevated Minds Group

"A really tight mover on beat rhymes and soulful hook that reminds a lot of Jurassic 5, and even a little bit of "Doowutchyalike"-era Digital Underground!"
DUSTYGROOVE.COM
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